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A GEOMETRIC APPROACH

TO THE LINEAR PENROSE TRANSFORM1

BY

I. B. PENKOV

Abstract. We show that under a certain cohomological condition the theorem of

Witten, Isenberg, Yasskin and Green about the inverse Penrose transform of a

(non-self-dual) connection v (together with Manin's description of its curvature

Fv ) is true in a quite general situation. We then present a (multidimensional)

version of the Penrose transform of a vector bundle in the language of jets. This

gives a coordinate-free interpretation of certain results of Henkin and Manin, coding

a number of classical field equations in terms of obstructions to infinitesimal

extension of cohomology classes.

Introduction. In the last fifteen years the ideas of Roger Penrose (see for instance

[22]) generated a new direction in mathematical physics—the twistor approach to

field theory. The mathematical kernel of this theory (the Penrose transform) is the

interpretation of a number of fundamental physical equations in space-time in terms

of holomorphic geometrical objects on a so-called twistor space. This approach led

to a number of remarkable results, for example to the solution of the instanton and

monopole problems (see [2, 1, 12 and 13]). The large amount of literature devoted to

the Penrose transform concentrates mainly on some special cases (the self-dual or

non-self-dual case) and considers concrete equations of physical interest, such as the

self-duality equation, the Yang-Mills equation, the Dirac and Laplace equations, etc.

(see, for instance, [1, 2, 6, 10, 14, 15, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30]).

The aim of the present paper is to show that it is reasonable to consider this

transform in a more general (multidimensional) situation. We look at the Penrose

transform as a mechanism for processing purely geometrical information about

coherent sheaves (or locally free sheaves) into information about differential opera-

tors. (In this paper we restrict ourselves to the case of linear differential equations.)

This can be very useful in both directions: on the one hand, one can compute

cohomology solving differential equations -(which is not quite new in analytic

geometry) and, on the other hand, one can study differential equations using

analytic (or even algebraic) geometry (which is a new, extremely useful approach in

the theory of differential equations).
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The notion of a "Penrose transform" has not yet reached a definitive form (as

opposed, for instance, to the Fourier transform), and our paper does not solve this

problem.

We shall deal with the simplest geometrical mechanisms which unify and explain

some of the low-dimensional results. (Some recent papers consider supermanifolds

instead of manifolds (see [19 and 31]), but we restrict ourselves to usual complex

manifolds and analytic spaces. We also do not discuss real structures.)

Let us briefly sketch the contents of the paper.

In §1 we present a generalized version of a result of J. Isenberg, Ph. Yasskin and

P. Green [15] and E. Witten [27], transforming a connection V in a vector bundle E

on a manifold ^cinto a vector bundle Exon a certain manifold S¡(^¿) consisting of

curves on °ll. Then we discuss the corresponding variant of a theorem of Manin (see

[30]), which gives a cohomological description of the curvature Fv of V in terms of

the cohomology of the bundle F^-on &(<%). The results of §1 were obtained in joint

work with Yu. I. Manin. A special case was treated in [20].

In §2 we present in the language of jet-bundles a more general geometrical variant

of the procedure of reconstructing the pair (E, V ) in terms of the vector bundle Ex.

In §3 we explain geometrically a construction of Henkin and Manin [10], who

showed that certain infinitesimal prolongations of the bundle Ex can carry new,

additional information about linear differential equations on fy. The approach of §2

turns out to be useful here and allows us to obtain coordinate free proofs of the

results of Henkin and Manin. The results of §§2 and 3 were announced in [32].

I would like to emphasize that the present paper was written in communication

with and under the influence of Professor Yu. I. Manin, to whom I am greatly

indebted.

1. An equivalence of categories.

1.1. In this section we deal with the inverse Penrose transform of a connection, or

more exactly of a pair (E, V), where £ is a vector bundle and V a connection on it.

Proving that this is actually an equivalence of categories, we describe also the

Penrose transform of an ^-trivial vector bundle. First we introduce the notion of an

.^-structure on a manifold. This is the geometric base on which our constructions

take place.

Definition. Let ^be a complex manifold, dimc ty = n.

An .Y-structure on ^ is a commutative diagram

jr     ¿,      p(y<%)

%(<%) <%

where.^and ^are complex manifolds, V>(¡TÍ%) is the projectivization of the tangent

bundle of % with its natural projection it, and ;', irx, it2 are morphisms of complex

manifolds with the properties:

XI. tr2 is a smooth morphism.
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X2. 77j is a fibration with connected one-dimensional fibers, transversal to the

fibers of tr2.

X3. / is a closed embedding.

X4. V « e * the map irx: ir2l(u) r* ¡%(<>U) is a (closed2) embedding and Vre

3C(^¿) the map -n2: mx l(x) -> "^is an embedding.

Examples of ^-structures. 1. Projective connection. If ^satisfies some natural

conditions (it must be strongly geodesically convex) a projective connection on <%

(see [16]) determines an ^-structure, where •£"(<#) is the manifold of geodesies of the

projective connection,^coincides with V(T^¿) and ; is the identity.

2. Conformai connection. A civilized conformai connection [16] on ^determines an

X-structure on Ql, where 3£(<%) is now the manifold of null-geodesies and JHs the

projectivization of the bundle of null-cones of the conformai structure.

3. Grassmann X-structure. Let °U a Gr(m, T) be an open submanifold (which may

coincide with Gr(m, T)) in the Grassmannian of w-planes in a complex linear space

T. We have the diagram

Fl(m - 1, m, m + 1, T) ¿*     P(^Gr(m,T))

1T\   l/ \   7T-) {/   IT

¥l{m-\,m + \,T) Gx(m,T)

which, as it is easy to see, induces an X-structure on <%: Jr= it21(<%), SC(°U) =

7txtt21(<%). Here i is the canonical embedding.

Remark. In fact, to determine an X-structure on ty means to choose a class of

(smooth) curves on ^satisfying some natural conditions, one of which is that the set

of curves passing through every point u a O/ is a compact submanifold of fixed

dimension of the projectivized tangent space (this manifold is identified with

tr21(u) "~* ̂ i^fê))- Then SC(Q¿) is naturally identified with the whole set of curves.

Locally on ^ there always exist different X-structures.

Next we introduce a technical restriction on the X-structures which we shall work

with in this paper.

Definition. We call an X-structure admissible iff witö^r(l) = ^^„^(l) = 0,

where f^ is the sheaf of ideals of JHn P(^<%), ^(1) =cfs¡r ® 0(1), 0(1) is the

standard ample sheaf of Grothendieck on P(¿7~<%) and -rrm is the direct image

functor (see, for example, [9]) (the higher direct image functors we denote by R'tt*).

It is easy to check that all three examples are examples of admissible X-structures.

1.2. Now we introduce the main objects that we shall deal with in §1.

Fix an admissible X-structure on <&. Consider vector bundles E on ^ equipped

with a holomorphic connection V: E -* E ® ^^(by fi^we denote the sheaves of

holomorphic &-forms on W) with the following property:

(i) The monodromy of V is zero on all curves of the type tr2ttx1(x), where

x Ei(f).

2 If w, : 7r-,"'( u) -» $¡(<i/) is an embedding, it is necessarily a closed embedding (cf. [9, II Example 4.4]).
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It is standard to check that such pairs (E, V) form a category in which the

morphisms of pairs are morphisms of bundles commuting with the connections.

Remark. If the fibers of ttx are simply connected (for the previous three examples

this is locally always true) (i) is no restriction on V.

It turns out that one can transform such pairs into vector bundles on 2t(<%).

Definition. We call a vector bundle Exon 2l~(<%) ̂-trivial (or a Witten-Isenberg-

Yasskin-Green bundle—see [3]) iff E3-is trivial on 3C(u) := itxit2x(u) Vuef.

The following theorem describes simultaneously the Penrose transform of a

^-trivial bundle and its inverse.

Theorem. Consider an admissible X-structure on ty. The category of pairs ( F, V ) on

°U satisfying the property (i) is equivalent to the category of ^-trivial vector bundles on

3C(*U).

Sketch of Proof. We give only the constructions, because in the case of the

four-dimensional (dim <% = 4) Grassmann X-structure the theorem is proved in

detail in [30] and the case of an arbitrary Grassmann X-structure is considered in

[20]. The proof of the general case follows the same lines.

Consider the following diagram:

%{<%) <%

If we have a pair (E, V) on ^we can first construct a pair (Ey, v„ ), where E^ is a

vector bundle on J^and v„ is a ^-relative connection: v„ : Fjr-> F^® ü\ (fi1^

being the sheaf of Wj-relative differential forms, which is an invertible sheaf on ¡F).

This can be done as follows: let Ew= tt^E and let v„ be the composition of the

pull-back V* of V, and the restriction to w^-vertical forms:

V* ,      id® res .

V„,: £>-»£,:»Ö1.*-  -   Er®Sl\

(res denotes restriction from Œl^to Q,\ ). Evidently V, has no monodromy on the

fibers of irx.

Further, we can transform the pair (£5,v„) in a standard way into a vector

bundle F^on ¡¡((ty). A more general construction is contained in [5]. Accordingly,

the fiber of F^-at a point x a ¡¡[(OU) is defined by

Ex x := I v„ -horizontal sections of the bundle Egr\v~i,xA.

(Note that the fibers of irx are one-dimensional and v„ has no curvature on them;

because its monodromy is also zero, the dimension of EXx as a C-vector space is

equal to the rank of the bundle £.) The triviality of £fonî(a) Vue* in our

situation follows from the triviality of F^on the fibers of ir2.

Let us now reconstruct (F, v) given Ex on 3C(^l). In [5] Deligne proves that the

correspondence (£?, v„ ) ~» Exis an equivalence of categories, thus knowing F^-we

can reconstruct first the pair (E&, V„ )■ It is evident that F^will be trivial on the

fibers of tr2, so F can be obtained just by putting F:= <n2mit[*Ex. It remains to
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reconstruct the connection v. Here we use the admissibility condition and note that

for an admissible X-structure we have the equality -n2*^\ = B1"^- Now we can

define V just as the direct image (<n2 is a projective morphism!) of the operator v„.

Using the triviality of wfEx on the fibers of ir2 we have

V: F -» it2m{irlEx& ñjj = F ® S21*.

One may easily check that this is a connection and that it coincides with out initial

connection V.    □

Note that it may happen that both categories under consideration will be trivial.

This is, for instance, the case of a Grassmann X-structure with °U = Gr(w, T). As it

is easy to prove [20], a vector bundle Exon F\(m - 1, m + 1, T), trivial on 3C(u)

V it e Gr(w, T), is itself trivial.

Another fact worth mentioning is that it follows from our description of the

equivalence of categories that one can express the kernel of V directly in terms of

Er. Indeed, we have

ker V = { V-horizontal sections of F} = H°i%{<%), Ex).

Remark. This construction arose essentially from the ideas of R. Penrose and

R. Ward. At first the so-called self-dual case was studied (in connection with the

equation of self-duality), where the role of 3C(°U) was played by the manifold of

null-surfaces (a-surfaces) in a four-dimensional conformally flat space-time, (see [1,

6, 18, 22, 24, 25, 28]). This led to the classification of instantons (see [1, 2, 29]).

E. Witten, J. Isenberg, Ph. Yasskin and P. Green first proved the equivalence

theorem in the four-dimensional flat non-self-dual case, or in our terminology, in the

case of a four-dimensional Grassmann X-structure. They also proved more difficult

theorems about the twistor transform of the (non-self-dual) Yang-Mills equation

without sources [14, 15]. (Yu. I. Manin generalized their idea about Yang-Mills with

sources; see [3, 10, 30].) Our construction is a generalization of the equivalence

theorem based on the same geometrical ideas. The X-structure is not the most

general situation in which a pair (F, V) can be encoded as a vector bundle Ex,

because, for example, the self-dual four-dimensional case is not included. The

requirement for the fibers of nx to be one-dimensional makes it possible to encode

connections with arbitrary curvature (see 1.3 and 2.4.2).

1.3. In the applications of the above Theorem we are often interested in differen-

tial equations on the curvature of V—Fv, and it is important to describe Fv

directly in terms of Ex. In this section we give such a description. The Theorem in

1.3.1 generalizes Manin's description of the curvature in the four-dimensional case

[30]. We formulate also a related global procedure, reconstructing Fv as an operator

Fv: E -* F ® ü2<%.

1.3.1. "Pointwise" description of Fv. Denote by ¿t(k) •-* 9 the ktn formal

neighbourhood of a closed complex submanifold 3? in a complex manifold 9. It is

well known that if F^m is a vector bundle (locally free sheaf) on 3?(k), then the

group Hl(2t, ent¿(E¡tKki\z) ® §k + xN£/UJ/), where Np/'&'is the conormal bundle of 3f

in <&, acts transitively on the set of all extensions of F^u, to áT(A + 1). If there exists
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an extension Fj-n.u of F^-.d, such that the natural map H°(SndE^a*u)-*

H{)(Snd' S&u) is surjective, then the action is also effective. If, furthermore, Eson is

the trivial bundle, then the set of all extensions is naturally identified with

Hl(3?, ênJ(E^k\z) ® §k + lN£/9). In the latter case every extension E&n+u of

E#(k> is characterized by an element

cl( £,<*+«>) G Hl(&, ênd{ £^*)|á.) 8 §k + 1N£/{,j,),

which we call the Griffiths class of Eza*\i (see [8, 30 or 3]).

Theorem. Let our X-structure be admissible and let Hx(9C(u), 0X,U)) = 0V«ef,

Qt' being an open set in <&. Then V « a <%' Ex\x„, is trivial and there exists a canonical

isomorphism 6U: (ti2<%)u 8 End Eu » Hl(^(u), Snd(Ex\X{u)) 8 S2NX(u)/X(lW))

such that 0U(FV u) = cl(Ex\xli>), where Fv is represented as a section of the vector

bundle ü1® 8 SndE on <%.

This Theorem gives an explicit pointwise description of Fv, transforming Fv u

into a natural "second-order" invariant of F, the Griffiths class of EAvau

Sketch of Proof. Yu. I. Manin proposed to interpret this theorem as an

infinitesimal variant of the inverse Penrose transform of a pair (E, V). Let us

consider the diagram of second-order formal neighbourhoods

<jp (2)■*(«)

tr¡2> / \ ^

Of (2) „(2)
•* (u) "

where fffl\ denotes the second formal neighbourhood of m2l(u) in &, and 3C (2)(u)

and «(2) are the second neighbourhoods of 9C(u) and u inJi?(<%) and °U, correspond-

ingly. It turns out that there exists a suitable notion of a connection in a vector

bundle Eua> on «(2) (w<2> is just a point with nilpotents!), so that an equivalence

theorem will be true.

Definition. Let Eua¡ be a vector bundle on w<2) (just a free C*>M<2>-module of finite

rank). Call a 1-connection in Eua, a C-linear mapping v,: Eua¡ -* Eum ® (fi1^)^,,,,

satisfying the Leibniz rule, i.e. if e is a section of Eum and/is a function (section of

0„«2,), then

V,(/e) =/• V,(e) + e® df

(note that df a r((ß'#)| „,„)!).
Remark. In our special case the notion of a 1-connection is a convenient

modification of the general notion of a connection on an analytic space (see [3]).

Now we can formulate

Statement 1. For any X-structure, the functor (£, V) ~» Ex from 1.2 induces a

functor from the category of pairs (Eum,\rx) into the category of vector bundles

(locally free 0X,2,-modules) Exa, on £™ with the property:

(j) Exa> is trivial on 3C(u).

The foregoing statement says that the knowledge of the 1-connection v( in F|M,2,

suffices to construct the bundle Ex\xaj. This can be seen noting that given a vector

bundle Ex,2, on !%\(2¡, we obtain the exact sequence

(1 ) 0 - Exa, -* ^2)*Exa, - tt[2)*Ex¡, ® (ß1,)|   , - 0,
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where the left arrow is the canonical embedding corresponding to tt[2) and the right

arrow is a ir[2)-relative 1-connection in tr[2)*Exa). (The definition of a relative

1-connection is analogous to the absolute case.) Going backwards now, first one has

to show that the pull-back of vx determines a w^-relative 1-connection in

7T2,2)*( Eua>), and then one can define Eg*» just as the kernel of this 1-connection. It is

evident that (j) is satisfied.

Having established this fact one notes that because our functor is purely infinitesi-

mal it can be considered just as a map of C-vector spaces:

Statement 2. A pair (F1/(2i,v1) is uniquely determined by the element Fv a

(Q.2'W)ll ® End Eu, defined as the curvature of Vi, and if, furthermore, our X-struc-

ture is admissible and Hl(3i(u), @X(U)) = 0Vue °U', the Griffiths class of a locally

free sheaf Exa> on &$, trivial on áf(w), is correctly defined and determines Exw up

to isomorphism.

The first part is an observation based on a local computation, which shows that

using gauge transformations (which do not change the connection vx) we can

represent the matrix of V! in a standard form, for which the statement is evident. In

some trivialization of £„«> let the matrix of vx be A0 + Ax, where A0 is a matrix of

differential forms with constant coefficients and Ax is a matrix of forms with linear

coefficients. It turns out that there always exists a trivialization in which our matrix

has the form A = £ A(i) du1, where A(i) = £ A¡j u' (Ar¡ are constant matrices) with

A,j = 0 for i > /. But the curvature Fv , equal to dA + A A A, in our case reduces to

dA because the term A A A is a purely quadratic term. Now it is clear that in this

case dA determines A in a unique way.

The second part follows from the fact that the admissibility of our X-structure and

the condition H\%(u), 0X(u)) = 0V«Et' gives Hl(&(u), NX{u)/X{C¡/)) = 0 V u

a %', which implies that Exa-,\xm is just the trivial bundle. Using the trivality of

Exu>ljj.,1, and the vanishing of H](¡X(u), NX{u)/X{C¡/)) for/ = 0,1, one automatically

checks the effectivity condition, and thus Exa, is uniquely determined by

cl(Eg-ai), which is the "difference" between Eg-a-, and the trivial bundle in

H\d"(u), Snd(Ex^\X{u)) ® S2NX(u)/xm).

In this way, for an admissible X-structure, such that Hl(Sl"(u), &X{U)) = 0 V u e

4f', we can represent our functor as a map:

eu: (ß2^)„ 8 End Eu - $(*&), Snd{ EX\X(U)) ® SN}(U)/X^).

The last part is just a technical point. To prove that this is an isomorphism of

C-vector spaces one shows that this map can be identified with the fiber of an

isomorphism of vector bundles on <&". Consider the following exact sequence of

bundles on wf \au") *+ &:

0 -> N* -» 7r*ß'<r -> ß>   -* 0,

where the right map is restriction to 7rrrelative forms and N* is, by definition, the

kernel, rk N* = n - 1. Its symmetric square has the form

(2) 0  -»  S2JV*   ->  §2(77*ß1^')  -^  TT^ß1^' 8  0^0
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and our theorem follows from the following technical statement:

Statement 3. Consider the direct image Rir2if of (2). It has the form

0^0^ §2ß'<r -♦ ß1^' ® ß1*' -> Rltr2^S2N* -» ■ ■ ■

and defines a canonical isomorphism

8°: Ql<%' ® ß'^'/S^1^' -» Rlw2*S2N*,

such that V«ef'

eu = 5° 8 id.

(Note that End Eu = H°(£{u), SndEx\x.uX) and that Grauert's theorem [7] im-

plies that äV^SV"1*') = §2ßl<&" 8 Bkt2*Q,ï »(*') = °0    D

Remark. As a consequence of Statement 3 we obtain that for an admissible

X-structure, with H\X(u), ®X{U)) = 0 V m g <&" the functor from Statement 1 is an

equivalence of categories.

Of course the importance of this theorem is in the explicit description of the

curvature Fv onf(^) in purely geometric terms. But one may, for instance, derive

the following geometric

Corollary. For an admissible X-structure, such that Hl(¿T(u), 0X(U)) = 0 V u g

<%', every bundle on #"/$, trivial on 3C(u), can be extended to a bundle Exon SC(W\

where 6U" is some neighbourhood of u.

Proof. The statement follows directly from the fact that it can be extended to a

connection in the trivial bundle over some neighbourhood aU" of u.    D

1.3.2. Global reconstruction of Fv. Unfortunately we do not know a good global

description of Fv on ¡XC3!/), but our morphisms 8U glue together ¡F. Consider the

diagram

& {2) -+ %i<%) x <%

p2 1/ \ «72

%{<>U) °U

where .ir(2) is the second formal neighbourhood of J*1" in 3£(1t) X tí. If now

RiTr2^(V^= 0, then, as one can see (by the admissibility condition and the Leray

spectral sequence), Hl(&, endEj?® N*) = 03 and thus {p*Eg-)\gem — Í4*E)\^m

as the unique extension of E# to J^'1'. This implies that the "difference" of p*Ex

and q\E defines an element cl(p^Ex\^(2>) a Hl(&, endE^® S2N*) (one can

note considering the vector bundle q*E, that the effectivity condition is also

satisfied) and we can prove the following globalization of our theorem on ¡P:

Proposition 1. Let ty be a Stein manifold and let R}tr2jf&^= 0. We have a

canonical isomorphism

6: HQ{<%,SndE 8 ti2<%) = H\&', SndE^® §2N*)

such that

0(Fv) = d(p*_Eyr\^r,)-    D

3 Where N* is now, by definition, the kernel of the restriction map vfSll1l-* ü\t.
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This theorem is not very satisfactory because, in principle, we would like to have

an explicit global description of Fv on 3C(^¿) and not on !F. Although we do not

know such a satisfactory construction, the next statement gives a possibility to

reconstruct Fv as a linear operator on °li directly in terms of Ex. This is a

generalization of a statement due to A. Beilinson (see [30, §7]).

Consider p\EXon ¿F{2) and assume again R1ir2mC)se= 0. On J^<2) we have the exact

sequence of fi^ai-modules

(3) 0 - F^® §2N* -p*2Ex^ ÍPÍBv)\**¡i i. °-

Now consider the direct image Rq2if of this sequence.

Proposition 2. The functor Rq2it transforms sequence (3) into the following

sequence of 0^-modules:

0 -> 0-> kerFv ^ E   -+   F®ß2<^— •■-,

where the coboundary morphism 8° coincides with the curvature Fv considered as a

linear operator:

Fv: E -» F® ß2<T

The proof is a technical exercise, which we omit.    D

Remark. In [3] N. Buchdahl gives an independent proof of Manin's results on Fv

in the four-dimensional case. In the case of a Grassmann X-structure the theorem of

1.3.1 is announced in [20].

2. A geometric description of the direct image of V„. In this section we describe a

generalization of the functor Ex~> (E, V). We present a geometric construction,

which allows us to "push down" on ^the relative connection v„ directly in terms

of morphisms between jet-bundles.

2.1. First we replace the X-structures from §1 by diagrams

(D) nxl/ \ -n2

sc <%

with the following properties [32]:

Dl. rrx and tr2 are surjective morphisms of complex manifolds with transversal

fibers (with zero-dimensional intersection).

D2.77, is a smooth morphism and it2 is a proper morphism.

D3. The map &^y &X <%,f ̂ y tTx(f) X tr2(f)is a closed embedding.

These diagrams are more general and give new possibilities to explore the Penrose

transform: if, for example, <$ris a flag space (<2f = Ll(kx, k2,...,kr, T) in a linear

space F) already among the flag spaces in the same linear space (T) there are

different variants for the choice of ?£.

We keep the symbol 3Ciox the "left-hand" space of diagram (D), but now write 3C

alone (and not &(<%)) because J"does not need to be determined naturally in terms

of °l¿. The symbols IF, Ex, etc. will also be used in a more general sense.
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2.2. The manifold ¡F has two systems of infinitesimal extensions—the formal

neighbourhoods of J57 in J^X WandSfX ^:

Fik)     ^        Fx <%

<•»

!F i ak J, 77, X id

S.

&r{k)     -»        Six Ql

together with the surjection (of analytic spaces) ak: ¡F(k) ^y ¡Fik) (k as above

denotes the order of the corresponding neighbourhood). The conormal bundle of J^

in .Fx <% is canonically isomorphic to the bundle 772*ß1<&'. We denote the conormal

bundle of .Fin STx <%by N* as in §1 (the rank of N* may now be arbitrary). It is

easy to see that we again have the exact sequence:

0 -» N* -> ir?Ql<tf™Q], -» 0
2 17,

because res is a surjective morphism of vector bundles by conditions Dl and D2.

We obtain the. commutative diagram

9C %,

where pk, qk, rk are the restrictions of the natural projections and Pk = ak ° pk,

Qk = ak ° Qk-

Now let Exbe a locally free sheaf of ^modules.

Consider the natural exact sequence of sheaves of abelian groups on J5":

(4) 0 - 77,- lEx -+ w*Ex^ ttx*Ex 8 ß1^,

where V„ is the 77,-relative connection in Ex. The "inverse image" of (4) on Fx ty

evidently has the form

(5) 0 -» (77, X id)~\p*Ex) -* P*7T*EX ->"P*(tt*Ex® Ü\),

P: .Fx °ll -> <Fandp: 5Tx <% -» .f denoting the corresponding projections.

Restricting now the bundle F*77,*Exto#<A) one may easily check that sequence

(5) induces the following exact sequence:

(6) 0 - piE,- PtE^t 'P*kEx®aß{i/k*_x{ü\),

which is, of course, an exact sequence of c/^u.-modules. (The map V„(k) is only

tV^iki-linear and not (^».-linear, being the restriction of the relative connection

ÍD')
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F*v„.) The direct image of this sequence under the morphism qk will be of main

interest to us. (F^F^-and P¡^Exe> rA*_,(ß^) have natural structures of ß^-ui-mod-

ules, but their direct images of ^ via the morphisms Qk and qk obviously coincide.)

Theorem, (a) V k, I ^ 0 we have the following canonical isomorphism:

R'QktP*Ex^c/e^k(R,7r2^*Ex).

(b) V k, I > 0 sequence (6) determines a canonical morphism of 0^-modules

•'k_l:S*/k(R'w2mwtEr) ^ fe^\R<-n2tf{rt*Ex® Q1.))

and thus a linear differential operator of order k:

<b'k_x: R>-u2)t-n*Ex^fe¿k-\R>-rt2^*Ex® Q|J).

(c) y k 3* 2 $(_! are the (k — \)-prolongations o/Ô,,, i.e. the following diagram is

commutative:

*¿ R'm21fm*Ex       - R'^{tt*Ex® fljj

i Va i A - i

(/>>'/ we denote the universal differential operator of order r: see [23]).

2.3. Proof of the Theorem, (a) Let us prove the more general fact:

Lemma 1. Let E^be a coherent sheaf on !F. Then V k, I ^ 0

RlQk*r*E^fe¿k(RlTT2*Er).

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

(D")

where Aa) is the kth formal neighbourhood of the diagonal A in °Ux °U. By

definition for every coherent sheaf £onf we nave p2ifp*xE =#eikE. Because we

begin with a sheaf on J5", first we have to take its direct image on ^ — R,ir2ifE^and
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then considerp2^p\(R'-n2ifE^). Thus our problem reduces to the canonical isomor-

phism of functors:

P2*0Pi "R'"*2* = P2*°R'dk. °r*.

Evidently it is sufficient to show that p\ ° R1tt2* = R'd% ° rf. The main point is to

note that3<r{k) = !FxÛUt£k\ and thus the part of the diagram, which is interesting to

us. takes the form:

&      ^     -Fx^àU)

77-,   i I  dk

q¿        t A<*>

In this situation we always have a canonical morphism of functors

P*x°R'it2* -* R'di°r*k

because our diagram corresponds to the diagram of base extension according topx:

Aik ' -> ól¿. But this base extension is flat (cf., for example, [9 III, §9]), thus our

morphism of functors is an isomorphism. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Putting ESF= TTx*Exwe obtain (a).

(b) From (a) we get

R'qk » P*kEx = R'Qk * P*EX = fe/k( R<w2mvfE,),

R'qk _ ,,( PtEx 8 r*_ ,(«J,, )) = R<Qk_ , „( P*EX 8 r*k_ ,( Q^))

^fe¿k-\R'-n2^Ex®ü\))

and thus 3>( _, can be defined as the direct image of the map V :

(c) Our statement means that all the information about ®'k_x is contained in the

differential operator $/,. From the construction of 4>ó h follows easily that 4>q is the

map of sheaves of abelian groups

R'v2tW*Ex-* R'w2*{tt*Ex® ßlJ

induced by the map V„ .

Thus we obtain a natural diagram

0>'0:R'it2mTrîEx -»     R'ir2if(mx*Ex® OjJ

I I

<&[__,: «'^,P*kEx -      «Vi*(F**F«r8 r*_x{ü\))

II II

J?e¿k(R'tr2**tEx)              t?e¿k-\R,'n2J(<n*xEx® Q¡J)
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The fact that the vertical arrows of this diagram coincide with jk and jk _, follows

from the following

Lemma 2. Let E^ be a coherent sheaf on F. The canonical morphism of sheaves of

abelian groups E: R'ir^Ep^» RlQk^.rk*Es¡: = Jre/k(RltT2^E^) induced by the diagram

3T *i # < * )

coincides with jk.

Proof of the Lemma. The statement follows again from the commutativity of

diagram (D"). The canonical isomorphism of functors/)* ° R'ir2if = R'd1^ ° r* allows

us to consider the mapping R'^^E^-* p2* p2*RlTr2*Es¡r instead of the mapping

R'w2mE^-* p2*RldkYr*E^. But the former mapping coincides with/^ by definition.

The lemma is proved and this completes the proof of (c).    D

Remark. The theorem gives a geometric point of view on the procedure of

pushing down the relative connection in the vector bundle it*Ex. Of course, in the

case of an admissible X-structure the operator <í>g coincides with the connection V.

In order to obtain the full Penrose transform of F^-in the general case one clearly

should consider the direct image of the whole 77,-relative de Rham complex

DR7r(7r*Ex) of it* Ex (for the self-dual case see [6]), but here we restrict ourselves to

the description of the direct images of the relative connection itself.

2.4. Examples.

2.4.1. An example, which does not reduce to the case considered in §1, is a

generalization of the global Dirac operators en Gr(2,4) (see [10, 11]). We consider

the Grassmann X-structure, but in contrast to §1 begin with a bundle Ex which is

not ^-trivial. So we have the diagram:

Fl(w — 1, m,m + 1,T)

77,   1/ \   77i

Fl(m - l,m + l,T) Gr(w, F), dim F = 5.

Put

Ex= OiO, -s + m- 1),

where more generally 0(i, j) denotes the invertible sheaf on ¥l(m — 1, m + 1, F)

induced by the canonical embedding of Fl(w — 1, m + 1, F) in Gr(w — 1, T) X

Gr(w + 1, F) from the sheaf (det S*_,)®' 8 (det S,* + 1)8> (Sm_x and Sm+X are the

tautological bundles, and S*_x and 5* + 1 are their duals). A straightforward compu-

tation using the explicit description of the cohomology of invertible sheaves on

projective spaces (in the relative situation) shows that we obtain

$&-•»- ' -Je¿% T/Sm) ® A'"iT/Sm)] - Sm 8 A-"'(F/Sm)

and it is easy to check that this operator is not identically zero:

ker^r"-1 = q^pXOiO, -s + m + l) +/UX[X;T/Sm) 8 A'—(T/Sm)].
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Putting alternatively Ex= 0( — m — 1,0), we obtain

$0m-1:/W1[Am-1Sm®(A'"Sm)®'"+1] - ÍT/SJ* ®(AmSm)*m.

As it is easy to see, 4>¿""'~ ' and Ôq'^1 are GL(F) invariant operators (we begin with

a GL(F)-invariant bundle and our construction evidently preserves the group

action). If m = 2 and s = 4 they coincide with the Dirac operators, but in the

general case the role of the spinor bundles is played by Sm and T/Sm.

Another pair of operators which may be obtained in this way are the Penrose

(or twistor) operators. They correspond to the bundles 0(0,1) and ¿7(1,0) on

Fl(w — 1, m + 1, F) and act as follows:

<bt-Jet\T/SmY -» Sm 8 S2(F/S„,)*,

^/^(A-'-'S*,) - (T/SJ* 8 §2iSm) 8 ATS*.

Tensoring our initial invertible sheaves on J"with a bundle Ex corresponding to an

Yang-Mills field on an open set °U a Gr(w, T) we obtain these operators on a

"Yang-Mills background".

2.4.2. The operators 0¿' turn out to be connections not only for admissible

X-structures. But if 77, has relative dimension > 1, these must be connections with

restrictions on the curvature. For example, we have the following

Proposition. Consider the diagram

3?-^ Ll(k,l,T)

tt\   / V»2

Gr(k,T)^^ *^Gr(/, T),

where fy is an open submanifold, ¡F= tr/l(%) and 2T= ■nxir2líí¿. If Ex is ^-trivial

(trivial on all submanifolds 77,77/'(u), u G <%) <I>° is a connection, but if k + I — 1, $q

is always a flat connection. If k = I — 1, the curvature 0/$° ¿s a section of the bundle

SndE 8 S25„, 8 A2(F/S„,)*.

Proof. Looking at the exact sequence

0  ->  N*   -» 77*(ß1^)  -►  fi1     ->  0

we see by a direct computation that

772*ßJ7| = ß1^,       ÄV^Ö1. = 0,       R*w2*N* = 0,   V/ > 0.

Thus í>() is a first-order operator, acting from F = ir2Jf"n*Exto E ® ß'^here we use

the ^-triviality of Ex\), i.e. ^":fe/[E -» F 8 ß%, and one can see that Ô,? is a

connection.

In this situation the curvature can be described as in 1.3.2 (Proposition 2) as a

morphism

Fv: E -^ E ® Rlir2*S2N*.
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But a simple cohomological computation shows that

R^^N* = 0   whenfc*/-l,

R V *S 2N* = S2( T/Sm )* ® A2S„,   when k

and this implies our statement.   D

Thus, in this situation if we like our bundle Ex to carry some information about

the curvature of V, we have to restrict ourselves only to the case k = I — 1 which is

a direct generalization of the usual twistor transform (see, for instance, [6]).

2.5. In some special cases it is possible to encode the kernels of the operators $0

(or equivalently 0>'k_x V k > 0) directly in terms of the cohomology of Ex on if.

Suppose that our diagram (D) is a X-structure on âU. 4>¿ is the direct image of the

77,-relative connection on E^= -nxExand if the Leray spectral sequence (under the

morphism 772) of mxExand ir*Ex® Q,\ degenerates, we can encode $ó m terms of

.F:

^:Hli&,Er)^H\3F,E^ü\)

Il II

H°{le, R'ir^Er) -* H°(<V, R'm^E^ tt\)).

If, further, the coboundary morphism H'~X(3P', F^® ß1^) -* H1 (F, ttxl(Ex)) is

zero (the vanishing of H'~l( F, F^® ß^ ) is sufficient), then we obtain

In order to "push down" this isomorphism on SCC^U), we have to put some natural

conditions on the morphism 77,. More exactly we have the following result [4]:

Proposition. // Hp(<n-\x),C) = 0 Vjc g %(<%) Vp, 1 < p < /, then for every

bundle Exthe canonical morphism

H'iar(V), Ex) -* H\&\nxliEx))

is an isomorphism.    D

In this way we see that, in the case of an X-structure, if some natural vanishing

conditions are satisfied, we obtain that ker Ôq = H'(SC(^/), Ex). (In the general case

one should consider the whole complex DRTr(tr*Ex) and the possible degeneration

of the corresponding spectral sequence.)

3. The construction of Henkin and Manin. Henkin and Manin [10, 11] showed that

if the vector bundle Excan be extended to certain infinitesimal extensions of 3C, the

extended vector bundle can carry new, nontrivial information about some linear

differential operators on fy. More precisely, they considered the four-dimensional

Grassmann X-structure

F^ F1(1,2,3,F)

</ \

F1(1,3,F) <^ar(qí) q¿ - Gr(2, T), dim F = 4,

I—I,
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with the natural embeddings of ?£(^l) in the formal neighbourhoods 9C(all)(k) of

SC(fy) in P(T)X P(T*) and showed that the complex conformai Laplace and Dirac

operators on <% are closely connected with these formal neighbourhoods. They

proved that the Laplace and Dirac operators can be represented as certain cohomo-

logical operators on SC(aU){k), k = 1,2. (Henkin and Manin considered also the

Yang-Mills equation, but as said above, we restrict ourselves to linear differential

equations.) However, their proof was computational and it was not very clear what

invariant geometric mechanism lies under these facts.

Here we show that the geometric poin* of view developed in §2 allows us to give

coordinate-free proofs of these results. The method consists in constructing some

natural extensions of IF and comparing their cohomological properties with the

already known formal neighbourhoods of !F in¡FX <%, which are responsible for the

jet-bundles.

3.1. Consider again our diagram (D):

F
77,   (/ \   77,

and suppose that we have two closed embeddings

3C~> Xa <-> 3£b,

where 9H" and 3Ch are some analytic spaces. (For example, Xa and 3Ch can be some

formal neighbourhoods of 9C in a manifold St.) We obtain two more embeddings of !F

9Ca x <%

3Ch x qi.

Denote the corresponding formal neighbourhoods oîF by Fj-k) andF^. We now

have a sequence of extensions of J^

—      ak
jr (k > __> jr ( *' ) ^_> jr ( * ) ^_> jr ( * )

included in the following commutative diagram:

#(*) % -sr(k) «_> <^r(k) ^ &r(k)

/        /       /in

Given a locally free sheaf of Gxi,-modules EXb, its restrictions Ex= EXh\x and

Ex„ = Exi,\x„ arise. We shall consider the natural exact sequence of ^/.-modules:

(7) 0 -» ker @ -» Ex,. -> Ex. -* 0,

where St is the restriction map. Denote by Eak) the pull-back of Ex„ toßrJk), and by

E¡,k) the pull-back of Exi> to -F¿k). On J^*' we have a similar exact sequence

(8) 0 -* ker^jr-» E(hk) -?Eak) -* 0,

where dl^ is the restriction map corresponding to the embeddingFfk) «-> -F¿k).
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On °U we shall be interested in the direct image of sequence (8) under the

morphism of analytic spaces n: ¿F¿k) -y %. This is a long exact sequence of

c/¿,-modules. If, for example, 11 is a proper morphism, this sequence will be a long

exact sequence of coherent £\-modules. Let us denote by ^/(a, b) the coboundary

morphism R'Ll*Eak) ^ R'_+1U»ker^.

Looking for linear differential operators we are interested in the possible isomor-

phisms of terms of our long sequence of 6\-modules with some jet-bundles. We

already know (see §2) that the formal neighbourhoods J5"'*' are responsible for the

jet-bundles, and now we ask to what extent Fjk) and F¿k) have a similar property.

But we have canonical morphisms Fik) —> ¡Ffk) and ¡F(k) -* -F¿k) and this is the

reason that under certain conditions one can obtain canonical isomorphisms from

the type R'Yl*Eak) =f*¿mE or R'Ll*E(hk) =fe/rE, where F is some coherent

sheaf on <%.

Let us now consider more explicity the special case when Xa = 3C, i.e. when only

3Ch is a nontrivial extension.

3.2. The case ¡Xa = ¡X. In this case the morphism ¡F (A) —> ¡Ffk) coincides with

ak: F ik) —> ,F {k) and we consider the exact sequence

0^akl(p*kEx)^P*Ex^Ak^0,

where Ak is just the quotient of the first two sheaves. It is clear that Ak"-*

P*Ex®r^_ X(Q,\ ) (see 2.2) and that the morphism $[_, factors through R'qk*Ak:

#kLliRfaí?E,^R4qkJ(PlEje*rj[_l(QlWl))

(*i ,)'\ /" K-i)"
R'qk*Âk

Denote by 8'k the corresponding coboundary morphism

8'k:R'qk*Ak^R'+lqk*p*kEx.

If now (${_,)' = 0 and ô^ = 0 (the vanishing of R'~lqk*Ak and R'qk*Ak is

obviously sufficient), we obtain the desired isomorphism R'LltEuk) = Rlqk*fp*kEx =

£e¿k( /\/772*77*Fr). Thus the following theorem is true.

Theorem, let Xa = 9C and let Ex„ be a locally free sheaf on Xh such that

($[_,)' = 0 and8'kl = 0. Then *'k(a, b): RlLl^Eak) -> Rl+lLl*keT R^ determines

a linear differential operator of order k: ^'k(a, b): R'ir2*vr*Ex-* Rl+lLl* ker^r.    D

Remark. This Theorem shows that in contrast to $[_,, ^'k(a, b) determine linear

differential operators only when some cohomological conditions are satisfied. This is

quite natural because even in the case when Xa = ¡X, ^k(a, b) depends on the

extension ¡X^y Xh, which is a priori irrelevant to the geometry of Ql.

It is remarkable that in this way we obtain a larger class of linear differential

operators.
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Example. Let Ql = Gr(2, F), where F is a linear space and dim T = 4. Consider

the diagram:

F= Fl(l,2,3, T)

/ \

P(F) X P(F*) <^X= F1(1,3,F) Gr(2, F) = #.

Let Xa = X, and let Xh be the first formal neighbourhood of X in P(F) X P(F*).

Consider on P(7f ) X P(F*) the bundle 0(-2,O) (for 0(0, -2) everything is abso-

lutely analogous) and restrict it toâ'''. A cohomological computation shows that our

construction leads to a surjective morphism of C\-modules

D + :/e/2iA2S2) - (A252)82 ® A2(F/S2)*.

By the fact that our diagram, together with the sheaf G(-2,0), is GL(F)-invariant,

D+ is also a GL(F)-invariant differential operator and thus coincides with the

conformally invariant Laplace operator on Gr(2, F) (see [10, 18]) up to a constant

factor. (Note that this operator could not be obtained as <tlk_x for any bundle,

because we consider an admissible X-structure and D+ is not a prolongation of a

first order operator.)

3.3. The cases when both extensions Xa and Xh are nontrivial provide further

interesting examples. Here we consider the simplest one—again the conformally

invariant Dirac operator—and show the main steps of the computation.

Consider, as in the previous section, the diagram

F1(1,2,3,F)

W,   / \   772

P(F) X P(F*) *-> Xh <-> Xa ^ X= F1(1,3,F) Gr(2, F)

but put Xa = X(1), and Xh = X{2)— the second neighbourhood of iT in P(F) X

P(F*). We begin with the sheaf 0( -1,0) (or with 0(0, -1) which evidently leads to

a symmetric picture) on P(F) X P(F*) and restrict it to Xh. Consider now the

sheaves 0(-l,O)£) (on F¿2)) and 0(-l,O)(2) (on J^,<2)), which give rise to the

following diagram on ¿F¿2):

0 0 0

î T Î

0     - n*(-l,0) -►     ß(-l,())f -+     ©(-l.O)"'     ->     0

î T í#f î

0     ^     S2[5,(0, -l)e(7ys2)*(-l,0)](-l,0) ^     <S(-l,0)f ^     C(-l,0)(/;"     -     o

î î î
ker5r>

0     -► ß(-3, -2) -►     0(-l,-2)     -> 0 ->     0

T î î
0 0 0

Here S2 denotes the tautological bundle of rank 2 on J^and n*( —1,0) is defined as

the quotient of the two other sheaves of the left column. The terms of this diagram

can be computed easily using the fact that the conormal bundle of ^"in P(F) X P(F*)
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is 0(-l, -1). The exact sequence (8) (for k = 2) is in our case the middle column.

The right column coincides with sequence (8) for k = 1, and we see that it reduces to

an isomorphism. Apply the functor RLl* to this diagram. A direct cohomological-

computation shows that the direct image will have the form

0 0 0

î î T

R2     0 -• ,\2(T/S2)* ® S, ® A2(S,)    ->    A2(T/S2)* ® S2® A2(S2)    -> 0 0

î î+2'(u./>) î

R'      0 -y (r/S¡)*®2 ® Sj 9 A2(Sj)    -    /«¿'[(F/S,)* ® A2(Sj)]    -»    (F/Si)* ® A2S2   -0

T î î

R1     0 ^ §2(T/S2)* ® S2® \2(S2)   -i ker*|(«,ft) -*    (T/S2)* 9 A2S2   -0

î î î

R' 0 0 0

where on the left side we give the number of the corresponding term in the long

exact cohomology sequence of the functor RLl*. It is evident from the explicit

calculation that ty\(a, b) is not zero because in the left column the corresponding

morphism is not zero. (In the general case we also may look at the quotients in order

to show that ^'k(a, b) is not identically zero.) In our case ^\(a, b) is, of course,

GL( F/invariant and therefore coincides with the Dirac operator (see [10]). Note

that these operators slightly differ from the Dirac operators considered in 2.4.1. All

four operators are natural prolongations of the two usual Dirac operators to the

compact manifold Gr(2, T).

A similar construction may be carried out also for an arbitrary Grassmann

X-structure.

Remark. It seems quite interesting to study systematically the Penrose transform,

i.e. the connection between G-invariant vector bundles and global G-invariant linear

differential operators, in the special case when all spaces considered are flag spaces

G/P of a given reductive Lie group G.

3.4. How may we encode the operators ^k(a, b) directly in terms of the pair

(¡Xh, EXh)1 In [10 and 11] Henkin and Manin gave a description of the conformally

flat Dirac and Laplace operators as coboundary operators in the cohomology of the

sequence

0 -» kerá? -> En -» Ex„ -» 0

(this can be considered as the inverse Penrose transform applied to these operators).

A curved version of these results for the Laplace operator is contained in [17].

Our construction enables us to understand under what conditions such a descrip-

tion is possible in the general case. Indeed, ^[(a, b) is the coboundary morphism

R'Ll*Eak)^ fl/Mn*ker^,

and if the Leray spectral sequence of Eak) under the morphism n degenerates

^[(a, b) can be encoded in the cohomology of sequence (8) on.F/lk):

*/(«,/>): H'i¡Fjk\ Eak)) -» //'^(.^UerárV).
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Further, we suppose that this is satisfied. We have also the projection J^^1 -> Xh

and therefore it is natural to ask whether we can construct the following commuta-

tive diagram:

H{)(q¿,/e¿mE) = H'(Ffk\ Eak)) -> Hl+l(.F¿k],ker^)

(9) U, ^ II
H°i<%, E) = H'iX", Eyr.)      *-^        Hl+\Xh,Y.ex0t)

i.e. can we encode ^'k(a, b) as the lower row of this diagram?

The equality in the right column of the diagram is a necessary cohomological

condition, which we have to assume being satisfied, so let us turn to the other part of

the diagram.

Note that we always have a map H>(Xa, Em) -» H'(Ffk), Eak)) (the left column

of the diagram) and the point is that it can be identified with/m when some further

cohomological restrictions are satisfied. Let us, for example, write down these

conditions for the special case when Xa = X. We suppose first, as in the Theorem of

3.2, that ($[_,)'= 0 and 8'f* =0 (so that ^'k(a,b) determines a differential

operator). Then F = R'tr2*trx*Exand R'Ll*Eak) =fe¿kE = R'Qk*P*Ex.

If now the Leray spectral sequence of P*EX under Qk * degenerates, we obtain

that   //°(<2r, fe¿kE) = H'(F <A|, P?EX).   Postulating   similarly,   H°(W, E) =

H'(X, Ex) = H'(¡F, w*Ex) (this will be satisfied if 77/' induces an isomorphism

between   the   cohomology  of   Ex and   trxl(Ex)   and   if  H'^x(E^/ttx l(Ex)) =

H'( E^/ttx '( Ex)) = 0) we obtain our desired diagram because now the map

H°(W, E) -* H°(<%, f^kE)

coincides with the natural map

E: Rl7T2*tr*Ex-y RtQk1fr*mx*Ex = Je¿kE,

induced by the diagram:

F "¿- F{k)

n2\ / Qk

But as we know from the proof of the Theorem in 2.3 (Lemma 2) E is canonically

identified with/,, and thus ^l[(a, b) coincides with the coboundary morphism 8' in

the long exact sequence associated to sequence (7) on Xh.

These considerations are only an illustration of the fact that the vanishing of

sufficiently many cohomology groups (all our conditions can be reformulated this

way) automatically implies that ^[(a, b) is a coboundary operator in the cohomol-

ogy of X b.

The corresponding computations, which prove the results of Henkin and Manin

are quite straightforward and thus we omit them.
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